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1. INTRODUCTION 

Frequently, a design is created purely to emphasize an experience for its users.  Today, designers are 
harnessing new technologies and reaching out to new disciplines to develop heightened personal 
experiences of mass customization in industrial design.  In these scenarios, the users become the 
designers, and the designers are designing the design experience itself.  What innovation in 
methodologies and product strategy are utilized, and how does this break from and challenge the norm to 
further enhance the user experience and perceived quality of a product?  This paper explores several 
elements of mass customization including interdisciplinary methodologies and strategies that challenge 
the norm in an effort to create memorable experiences via scenarios including unique in-store 
experiences, immersive digital technology, artisan based methodologies, and creative student designs.    
 
Mass customization can be defined as producing goods and services to meet individual customer needs 
with near mass production efficiency (Tseng & Jiao, 2001), and is a growing design element as 
technology converges with society’s increased demand for self-expression.  Consumers experience mass 
customization at some level everyday.  Whether it is the triple venti sugar free, non-fat, no foam, extra 
caramel, with whip caramel macchiato order from Starbucks, or the Honey Nut Cheerios cereal from 
breakfast, mass customization celebrates variations of products while keeping costs competitive.  The 
products produced are both part (via customization) and whole (mass) simultaneously (Davis, 1987) 
within these design systems.  Design via mass customization can be utilized to develop unique and 
custom results from an algorithmic array of mass produced or limited run choices.  For example, some 
sneakers can be customized to look unique, or scientifically perform differently through an assortment of 
choices determined by the customer. This, in effect, delivers an experience of being specifically designed 
by the customer.  User interface software has flourished in customization and in encouraging a semantic 
of individualistic ownership, but how has the physical product and its integrated branding evolved to 
enhance the user experience by encouraging a customer’s emersion and ownership into its design?  With 
innovations in technology, and the inclusion of retail and other interdisciplinary user experience 
disciplines, the complete mass customization experience is more immersive than ever.   

2. PERCEIVED QUALITY AND VALUE 

However helpful technology is to making mass customization a reality, it is not sufficient without the 
designed perception of the mass customizing principle itself (Davis, 1987).  To what extent does a user’s 
fingerprints and investment in design increase a mass customization product’s perceived quality and 
value?  More and more, consumers are concerned about their own authenticity.  What they purchase 
impacts this, along with their own identity.  Mass customization is available to successfully accommodate 
this thirst for natural authenticity (what is perceived to come out of nature) and influential authenticity 
(relevant to a higher goal), while products designed by customers have the direct potential to amplify this 
perception of authenticity (Gilmore & Pine, 2007).  For example, Chocri, a German chocolate bar 
company, is one of the more successful online mass customization businesses, and has successfully 
employed these value oriented concepts of perception and authenticity into their brand identity.  Chocri 
provides a virtual configurator to allow its customers to design their own custom chocolates.  In addition, 
the packaging of the chocolates is also customized by the customer.  Most interesting, however, is the 
control Chocri has on its mass customization design systems.  All of its customized chocolate bars are 
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handmade with fair trade chocolate in Belgium (natural and influential authenticity).  In addition, to 
reinforce its perceived influential authenticity, the company donates 5% of its annual earnings to the DIV 
Kinder charity; generating over $54,000 in donations thus far (Chocri, 2013).  The result is a stronger 
relationship with the consumer which achieves a more personal, loyal, and more profitable perceived 
value. 
 
In many mass customization strategies, each customer’s involvement in mass customization based 
design immerses them into the company’s branding and goals.  To enhance the mass customization 
experience, businesses have employed several strategies built upon designing the perception of their 
products.  For example, the customized shoe program, Mi Adidas, offered by Adidas, provides what many 
sports related products desire; products specifically customized for performance improvement via 
scientific research based design.  Now bring this into a tangible retail environment, and the Mi Adidas 
Innovation Center is born.  This experience is heightened beyond the offerings of the product with a slick 
precision technical environment, and several calibrated testing machines designed to assist in dialing into 
creating the ultimate customized product (Figure 1).  Designs such as these help to create excitement 
and vestment within the consumer’s design process and assists in immersing the customer into the 
brand.  Within this scenario, the perception, that of which specific customization generates enhanced 
performance, works seamlessly with the benefits provided by mass customization methodologies.  The 
use of scientific semantics in designing an environment to promote the immersion of a mass 
customization experience is explored further via the student project Alienware: Computer Creation Center 
(Vigil, 2010), a physically immersive extension of the high performance Alienware brand customized 
gamer computers (Figure 1). 
 

   

Figure 1.  Mi Adidas Innovation Center; Alienware: Computer Creation Center 

2.1.  THE VALUE OF EXPRESSION  
Over the past half century, America has moved from a culture of self-effacement to a culture of self- 
expressionism (Brooks, 2011).  Never before has social media had such an incredible impact on our lives.  
Creations such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube have crafted the art of effortless 
expressionism for everyone.  This lifestyle culture has affected consumers throughout their lives, 
generating the demand for self-expressionism in the products they purchase or use.  For example, 
iPhone users frequently wrap their “brick” designed phones with expressive cases, thus making a 
statement about themselves.  The design of the product is minimal, and the customization comes via the 
virtual apps and physical cases purchased afterwards by the customer.   
 
Our ability to transmit information and products to new markets has never been less expensive or more 
immediate (Berman, 2009), and with mass customization, customers are also the designers which 
provide data for new potential markets.  In what ways are mass customization products designed with 
these self-expressive consumer/designers at the helm?  Of the four popular approaches to mass 
customization (collaborative, adaptive, cosmetic, transparent) (Gilmore & Pine, 1997), innovations in 
adaptive customization are predominantly satisfying the need for self-expression in mass customization 
experiences.  In some cases, such as vinyl toys, the product is a blank canvas for the user to customize 
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with limitless possibilities.  In other cases, the mass customization creativity is controlled.  For example, 
after closing the doors on its customization website, Mongolian BBQ, Puma has returned two years later 
in 2013 to offer its latest effort in customization which is named the Puma Factory (Figure 2).  This mass 
customization system facilitates the value of self-expression via allowing its customers to design with 
colors and materials after selecting one of six pre-configuration options.  The sensitivity towards self-
expression and choice limitation is intentional, as at some point choice no longer liberates, but deliberates 
(Schwartz, 2004).  Too much choice can be demotivating (Economist, 2010), and by narrowing down the 
options from the get go, Puma helps amateur designers contribute self-expressions of creativity, not 
frustration.  In addition, within some conditions, too many options for self-expression may also hinder a 
brand’s equity by inadvertently reducing its brand name awareness (Aaker, 1996) due to the diversity of 
designs possible.  Other types of products promote a type of passive strategy for self-expression in 
customization.  For example, Pandora, a user customized radio product, has perfected the art of helping 
non-designers design their own playlists of music.  Instead of providing raw elements to customize with, 
Pandora finds its adaptive customization utilizes recommendation based customization for better results, 
suggesting that sometimes the customer doesn’t know what they want, but does know what they like 
within these scenarios.   

2.2.  ARTISAN QUALITY  
Produced designs initially utilized artisan, crafted, or fabrication based production methodologies, and in 
turn would yield slight variations in designs with a feeling of one of a kind ownership.  Noticeably, in the 
past two hundred and fifty years, industrialization has made identically produced designs of objects, 
structures, and spaces the norm, thus emphasizing a reality where slight variances are frequently 
construed as defects or imperfections.  Recently, the art of crafting has gained momentum once again via  
online communities and YouTube tutorial based efforts to restore the techniques, craftsmanship, and self-
expression of crafters.  Groups such as Etsy have made one of a kind, handcrafted customization of 
products available to all, by all.  Products with a one of a kind, artisan perception, benefit from an imbued 
sense of natural authenticity (Gilmore & Pine, 2007).  Determining a good set of product principles 
designed to aid in determining tradeoffs and priorities (Cagan, 2008) can be useful for artisan related 
mass customization systems due to the engrained paradox of artisan quality vs mass produced efficiency.  
The custom furniture group, Untothislast, utilizes a hybrid of customized artisan craftsmanship methods 
with mass production efforts.  Inspired by Jon Ruskin’s role as an advocate for the return of production 
from industrial plants to local craftsman shops, this group designs and produces furniture via the 
utilization of digital tools adapted for small craftsman shops in lieu of industrial tool reliance.  The result is 
the convenience of the local craftsman’s shop at mass production costs.   

3. INTERDISCIPLINARY COLLABORATIONS  

Interdisciplinary collaboration can be critical in strengthening the brand of mass customization 
experiences, as in the A.R.E. Design Award winning “Styled By Me Barbie” experience located at FAO 
Schwarz in New York City.  This store within a store allows customers to design their own Barbie by 
utilizing retail environments to guide customers through this mass customization experience.  This 
environment integrated experts in product design, interior design, fixture design, user experience, graphic 
design, special effects design, and structural engineering throughout development.  The interdisciplinary 
collaboration of this project infused a memorably layered mass customization experience for its 
customers (Figure 2).  Other groups have followed suit.  For example, the experience based Robot 
Galaxy retail environment combines product design, interior design, and engineering to create an 
immersive experience in which customers design and build unique robots.  Then, once purchased, the 
robot is placed into a hydraulic elevator where it is activated and given life via a flurry of special effects.  
Another example of creativity due to interdisciplinary collaboration is the iCream Cafe in Chicago.  This 
café is designed to give customers the opportunity to completely design and make their own custom ice 
cream from scratch literally in a matter of seconds via high-tech nitrogen based equipment, utilizing the 
collaborative efforts of science, design, and branding in developing a unique mass customization 
experience for its customers.  Sometimes innovative collaboration in product design happens when the 
technology from one product is applied to an unrelated product for use in mass customization.  For 
example, the Coca-Cola Freestyle (Figure 2), the Coke dispenser that lets its customers design their own 
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drinks, was created by adapting an inkjet style technology developed by the medical field for 
administering drugs to cancer and dialysis patients (Flaherty, 2009).    
 

      

Figure 2.  Puma Factory; Styled by Me Barbie; Coca-Cola Freestyle 

3.1.  CREATIVE PARTNERSHIPS 
The convergence of available technology, and the need for customers to express themselves through 
authenticity and creativity, has sparked momentum for innovation in creative partnerships united by mass 
customization.  One element, in particular, is the emergence of startups which provide a service for mass 
customization related product design.  For example, Shapeways allows customers to turn ideas into real 
products by uploading 3d models onto an online marketplace for others to purchase.  Within this designed 
system, Shapeways handles the 3d printing.  More noticeable, however, is the support by Shapeways of 
its online community.  It hosts a robust online marketplace for purchasing, selling, and creator inspiration, 
and also maintains support forums and tutorials to assist its customers.  Many of the products offered in 
the Shapeways marketplace are filling voids in various markets, and are opportunities explored by 
customers.  Interestingly, several types of designs developed by customers are replacement parts for, or 
custom components for, existing designs.  This promotes the sustainable practice of reparability, and also 
leaves no existing design safe from customization by virtually anyone.  For example, one seller designed 
customized accessories for use with 25 year old Transformers figures, while another developed 
customized replacement pieces for board games.  Other services, such as Mycustomizer, can provide 
any business with the opportunity for its customers to design unique products by infusing product 
customization software into any brand, and any product, all within an attractive five hours of time.  This 
creative partnership helps businesses easily inject a platform for mass customization configurators into 
their product offerings.  

4. EXPERIENCE BASED ENVIRONMENTS 

A predominant medium for mass customization related experiences has been via the web and virtual 
apps, however, more and more products within this genre are utilizing physical environments to enhance 
the user experience and increase brand equity.  For example, the Mi Adidas Innovation Center utilizes 
immersive digital technology to project user customized shoes onto the customer in real time.  This leap 
into three dimensions integrates experience designers with product designers and retail designers in 
communicating the brand opportunities of these products.  With this in mind, what role does the retail 
environment have in today’s mass customization marketplace?  Retailers have opened showrooms and 
store within a store strategies to leverage mass customization designs amongst traditional mass 
produced products, while simultaneously providing tangible life to these designs.  Internet based groups 
such as Laudi Vidni, a custom handbag startup, and Shoes of Prey, a mass customization shoe business, 
have opened retail environments to communicate with customers the possibilities of their products.  
NikeID utilizes shoes from its physical Nike store to serve as inspiration for its mass customization 
interface, in addition to integrating a collaborative design process with customers.  The retail experience 
offers many essential qualities a consumer may desire.  Tangibly speaking, customers can touch real 
materials, experience real fittings, and test products.  Shoppers have the opportunity to find expert 
advice, receive technical expertise, and satisfy their need for retail therapy.  Retail environments also 
offer the opportunity for fun, social, and unique experiences, the art of the royal treatment, and the 
opportunity to showoff purchases to other shoppers.   
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Designers are breaking the rules by utilizing retail environments to heighten the mass customization 
experience via several methodologies.  History and tradition can be difficult to communicate with mass 
customization.  To accomplish this, Brewbakers brewery takes the customer through the process of 
creating their own beer recipe, from hops, to bottling and packaging.  After caringly adding each 
ingredient, then returning to the brewery weeks later to retrieve their product, the consumer is vested in 
their creation as they have physically crafted it themselves.  With walls plastered with the beer labels and 
creative beer names designed by past customers throughout the years, the Brewbakers environment 
instills a sense of history, craftsmanship, comradery, and tradition within its brewery atmosphere (Figure 
3).  The Earnest Sewn group, on the other hand, emphasizes craftsmanship and quality within a designed 
environment filled with vintage sewing machines, riveters, spools of thread, antique letterpresses, and 
leather club chairs as their customers create customized jeans by choosing from limited edition fabrics, 
thread colors, fits, and pocket shapes.   
 
Designers are also using adventure and fantasy based experiences to celebrate the mass customized 
product.  For example, Mattel’s Styled by Me Barbie environment creates an enhanced experience 
revolved around its customizable fashionista Barbie toys.  Within this environment, children are able to 
experience the glam in becoming a Barbie fashion designer with a built-in runway designed to allow each 
child’s creation to strut its stuff on the runway (complete with flashing lights, crowd noises, and camera 
sounds). Via a different perspective, the Ridemakerz environment provides customers with a sense of 
configuring their own miniature vehicles within an auto shop setting complete with shop like tools and 
analysis devices. This concept of utilizing adventure in enhancing the design experience of mass 
customization is further explored in the student design, Transformers: Cybertanium (Marin, 2010) (Figure 
3).  
 

   

Figure 3.  Brewbakers; Transformers: Cybertanium 

One quality, frequently observed within the retail environment, is deemed the wall of opportunities and 
inspiration.  This element showcases examples of diverse and creative designed products, and is utilized 
to fuel the creative juices of the customer.  These types of presentations are typically matrix based and 
also show the range and diversity of what the possibilities are from the creative kit of parts made available 
to the consumer (Figure 4).  Some environments are designed to reinforce the crafting element of mass 
customization by displaying all of the available elements and materials within a workshop styled 
environment (Figure 4), while others, such as 225 Forest, celebrate the raw creative side of designing a 
self-expressive product within an artistic studio influenced space.  
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Figure 4.  Inspiration Wall; Workshop Environment  

5. CONCLUSION 

While these methodologies and strategies for designing customer experiences continue to expand the 
potential of mass customization, they also impact each brand’s equity.  Although startups may have less 
at stake, if the customization process is unclear, or unstable, it may reflect badly on an established 
company’s brand loyalty.  To remedy this, many groups consider mass customization as nearly a 
separate entity when experimenting within this field, such as with Puma’s now closed Mongolian BBQ.  
Yet, as technology becomes more successful in both brand communication and manufacturing, so will 
user designed product experiences.  If every customer is his own market (Pine 1993), then the design 
and popularity of a mass customized product shall essentially help to determine the market trends for the 
product’s future, via collected customization data.  Labor costs will become less as mass customization 
rises in popularity and appeals to local consumer needs via local materials (Economist, 2010). While the 
role of retail may change, the opportunity for reinventing what we buy and how we design customized 
products remains, and is ultimately left in the hands the designer. 
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